Class 4 Spotted Saddle Horse Traditional Pleasure
   1st Insufficient Funds – Bellay Tully
   2nd Armed & Avenging Wolf – Debbie Stratton
   3rd Go Boy’s Rocky Top – Melody Clary
   4th What A Wolf’s Shadow – Louis Highfield
   5th A Splash of Champagne – Sherri Adams

Class 6 Spotted Saddle Horse Juvenile Trail Pleasure
   1st CC’s Miss Priss – Bella Tully for Brenda Highfield
   2nd Spikes Power – Regan Kaetzel

Class 8 Spotted Saddle Horse Trail
   1st Insufficient Funds – Bella Tully
   2nd What A Wolf’s Shadow – Louis Highfield
   3rd Wolf Master – Brenda Highfield

Class 12 Spotted Saddle Horse Lit Shod
   1st Spotted Allen Patches ES – Jennifer Lambert
   2nd Sun’s Flying Colors – Rob Gray for Monica Wallingford
   3rd CC’s Miss Priss – Brenda Highfield

Class 16 Spotted Saddle Horse Trail Pleasure
   1st Shout It Out Loud – Brian Stigers
   2nd Spikes Power – Regan Kaetzel
   3rd CC’s Miss Priss – Bella Tully for Brenda Highfield
   4th Alen’s Special Go Boy – Tina Scalf

Class 19 Spotted Saddle Horse Amateur Trail Pleasure
   1st Boot Scootin Boogie – Brian Stigers for Larry Stigers
   2nd Spikes Power – Regan Kaetzel
   3rd CC’s Miss Priss – Bella Tully for Brenda Highfield
   4th Alen’s Special Go Boy – Tina Scalf
   5th Spotted Beam – Mark Kennedy

Class 24 Spotted Saddle Horse Open Shod
   1st Spotted Allen Patches ES – Jennifer Lambert
   2nd Sun’s Flying Colors – Rob Gray for Monica Wallingford
   3rd CC’s Miss Priss – Brenda Highfield